Assignment 1

**Due date:** 23:59 on Friday, October 9, 2020.
Late assignments will not be accepted without a valid medical certificate or other documentation of an emergency.
This assignment is worth 33% of your final grade.

- **Read the whole assignment carefully.**

- Type the written parts of your submission in no less than 12pt font.

- What you turn in must be your own work. You may not work with anyone else on any of the problems in this assignment. If you need assistance, contact the instructor or TA for the assignment.

- Any clarifications to the problems will be posted on the Discourse forum for the class. You will be responsible for taking into account in your solutions any information that is posted there, or discussed in class, so you should check the page regularly between now and the due date.

- The starter code directory for this assignment is accessible on Teaching Labs machines at the path `/h/u2/csc485h/fall/pub/deptrans/`. In this handout, code files we refer to are located in that directory.

- When implementing code, make sure to **read the docstrings carefully** as they provide important instructions and implementation details.

- Fill in your name, student number, and UTORid on the relevant lines at the top of each Python file that you submit. (Do not add new lines; just replace the `NAME`, `NUMBER`, and `UTORid` placeholders.)
1. Transition-based dependency parsing (12 marks)

Dependency grammars posit relationships between “head” words and their modifiers. These relationships constitute trees, in which each word depends on exactly one parent: either another word or, for the head of the entire sentence, a dummy root symbol, ROOT. You will implement a transition-based parser that incrementally builds up a parse one step at a time. At every step, the state of the (partial) parse is represented by:

- A stack of words that are currently being processed.
- A buffer of words yet to be processed.
- A list of dependencies predicted by the parser.

Initially, the stack only contains ROOT, the dependencies lists is empty, and the buffer contains all words of the sentence in order. At each step, the parser advances by applying a transition to the partial parse until its buffer is empty and the stack is of size 1. The following transitions can be applied:

- **SHIFT**: removes the first word from the buffer and pushes it onto the stack.
- **LEFT-ARC**: marks the second-from-top item (i.e., second-most recently added word) on the stack as a dependent of the first item and removes the second item from the stack.
- **RIGHT-ARC**: marks the top item (i.e., most recently added word) on the stack as a dependent of the second item and removes the first item from the stack.

In this assignment, you’ll be implementing a dependency parser based on the above mechanism. But first, let’s practice and think about this parsing mechanism.

(a) (6 marks) Complete the sequence of transitions needed for parsing the sentence “To ask those questions is to answer them”. The dependency tree for the sentence is shown below. At each step, provide the configuration of both the stack and the buffer, as well as which transition to apply at this step, including what, if any, new dependency to add. The first four steps are provided below to get you started.
A projective dependency tree is one in which the edges can be drawn above the words without crossing other edges when the words, preceded by ROOT, are arranged in linear order. Equivalently, every word forms a contiguous substring of the sentence when taken together with its descendants. The tree in the above figure was projective. The tree below is not projective.

root  nsubj  npadvmod
ROOT  John  saw  a dog  yesterday
PROPN  VERB  NOUN  NOUN

The transition-based parsing mechanism described above is insufficient to generate non-projective dependency trees. Fortunately, most (∼99%) of the sentences in our data set have projective dependency trees.

(c) (5 marks) A related concept to projectivity is gap degree. The gap degree of a word in a dependency tree is the least k for which the subsequence consisting of the word and its descendants (both direct and indirect) is entirely comprised of k + 1 maximally contiguous substrings. Equivalently, the gap degree of a word is the number of gaps in the subsequence formed by the word and all of its descendants, regardless of the size of the gaps. The gap degree of a dependency tree is the greatest gap degree of any word in the tree.

What is the gap degree of each of the two trees above? Show your work.

2. Implementing a transition-based dependency parser (37 marks)

Your parser will use a neural network as a classifier that decides which transition to apply at a given partial parse state. A partial parse state is collectively defined by a sentence buffer as above, a stack as above with any number of items on it (including zero), and a set of correct dependency arcs for the sentence.
Algorithm 1: Minibatch dependency parsing

**input** : a list of sentences to be parsed and a model, which makes parser decisions.

```
Initialize a list of partial_parses, one for each sentence in sentences;
Initialize a shallow copy of partial_parses called unfinished_parses;

while unfinished_parses is not empty do
    Use the first batch_size parses in unfinished_parses as a minibatch;
    Use the model to predict the next transition for each partial parse in the minibatch;
    Perform a parse step on each partial parse in the minibatch with its predicted transition;
    Remove those parses that are completed from unfinished_parses;
end

return The arcs for each (now completed) parse in partial_parses.
```

(a) (7 marks) Implement the complete and parse_step methods in the PartialParse class in parse.py. These implement the transition mechanism of the parser. Also implement get_n_rightmost_deps and get_n_leftmost_deps. You can run basic (non-exhaustive) tests by running python3 test_parse.py.

(b) (6 marks) Our network will predict which transition should be applied next to a partial parse. In principle, we could use the network to parse a single sentence simply by applying predicted transitions until the parse is complete. However, neural networks run much more efficiently when making predictions about “minibatches” of data at a time; in this case, that means predicting the next transition for many different partial parses simultaneously. We can parse sentences in minibatches according to Algorithm 1.

Implement this algorithm in the minibatch_parse function in parse.py. You can run basic (non-exhaustive) tests by running python3 test_parse.py.

Training your model to predict the right transitions will require you to have a notion of how well it performs on each training example. The parser’s ability to produce a good dependency tree for a sentence is measured using an attachment score. This is the percentage of words in the sentence that are assigned as a dependent of the correct head. The unlabelled attachment score (UAS) considers only this, while the labelled attachment score (LAS) considers the label on the dependency relation as well. While this is ultimately the score we want to maximize, it is difficult to use this score to improve our model on a continuing basis.

Instead, we will use the model’s per-transition accuracy (per partial parse) as a proxy for the parser’s attachment score, so we will need the correct transitions. But the data set just provides sentences and corresponding dependency arcs. You must therefore implement an oracle that, given a partial parse and a set of correct, final target dependency arcs, provides the next transition to take to advance the partial parse towards the final solution set of dependencies. The classifier will later be trained to try to predict the correct transition by minimizing the error in its predictions versus the transitions provided by the oracle.

(c) (5 marks) From inside the starter code folder, you can find the training data in corpora/mystery/train.conll, which is in CoNLL-U format⁴. From this training data file,

---

⁴You can get full details about the format at https://universaldependencies.org/format.html.
select any sentence—except the one from (1a)—that has 6–10 tokens and, using a viewer such as the one here or drawing manually, visualize the dependency tree for the sentence in a format similar to the trees in the figures above. Then complete another table for this tree as you did for (1a) above. Include both the visualized tree and the table in your submission.

(d) (4 marks) Implement your answer from (2c) as a test case for your oracle in the test_oracle_q2d function of parse.py. The function comes pre-filled with the same oracle test that is in test_parse.py; you will likely find it easiest simply to edit the relevant variables to make them match your test case. As desired, you can run this test by running python3 parse.py.

(e) (15 marks) Implement your oracle in the get_oracle method of parse.py. You can run basic tests by running python3 test_parse.py.

3. Neural dependency transition prediction (15 marks)

The last step is to construct and train a neural network to predict which transition should be applied next, given the state of the stack, buffer, and dependencies. First, the model extracts a feature vector representing the current state. The function that extracts the features that we will use has been implemented for you in data.py. This feature vector consists of a list of tokens (e.g., the last word in the stack, first word in the buffer, dependent of the second-to-last word in the stack if there is one, etc.). They can be represented as a list of integers:

\[ [w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_m] \]

where \( m \) is the number of features and each \( 0 \leq w_i < |V| \) is the index of a token in the vocabulary (\(|V| \) is the vocabulary size). Using pre-trained word embeddings (i.e., word vectors), our network will first look up the embedding for each word and concatenate them into a single input vector:

\[ x_w = [L_{w_0}; L_{w_1}; \ldots; L_{w_m}] \in \mathbb{R}^{dm} \]

where \( L \in \mathbb{R}^{|V| \times d} \) is an embedding matrix where each row \( L_i \) is the vector for the \( i \)-th word and the semicolon represents concatenation. The embeddings for tags (\( x_t \)) and arc-labels (\( x_l \)) are generated in a similar fashion from their own embedding matrices. The three vectors are then concatenated together:

\[ x = [x_w; x_t; x_l] \]

From the combined input, we then compute our prediction probabilities as:

\[ h = \max (xW_h + b_h, 0) \]

\[ \hat{y} = \text{softmax} (hW_o + b_o). \]

The function for \( h \) is called the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function: \( \text{ReLU}(z) = \max (z, 0) \).
The objective function for this network (i.e., the value we will aim to minimize) with parameters $\theta$ is the cross-entropy loss:

$$J(\theta) = CE(y, \hat{y}) = -\sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i \log \hat{y}_i$$

To compute the loss for the training set, we average this $J(\theta)$ across all training examples.

(a) (2 marks) For effective, stable training, especially for deeper networks, it is important to initialize weight matrices carefully. A standard initialization strategies for ReLU layers is called Kaiming initialization\(^2\). For a given layer’s weight matrix $W$ of dimension $m \times n$, where $m$ is the number of input units to the layer and $n$ is the number of units in the layer, Kaiming initialization samples values $W_{ij}$ from a Gaussian distribution with mean $\mu = 0$ and variance $\sigma^2 = 2/m$.

However, it is common to instead sample from a uniform distribution $U(a, b)$ with lower bound $a$ and upper bound $b$. Derive the values of $a$ and $b$ that yield a uniform distribution $U(a, b)$ with the mean and variance given above.

(b) (13 marks) In `model.py`, implement the neural network classifier governing the dependency parser by filling in the appropriate sections; they are marked by BEGIN and END comments. You will train and evaluate the model on a modified version of the Penn Treebank that has been annotated with universal dependencies. Run `python3 model.py` to train your model and compute predictions on the test data.

Notes

- While debugging, you may find it useful to run the model with the --debug flag, like so:
  
  $ python3 model.py --debug

  This will cause the code to run over a small subset of the data (among other shortcuts) so that training the model will take less time. Remember to change the setting back prior to submission, and before doing your final run.

- This code should run within 1–5 hours on a CPU, but may be a bit faster or slower depending on the specific CPU. A GPU is much faster, taking around 10 minutes or less—again, with some variation depending on the specific GPU. The code we’ve provided for this assignment will automatically use the GPU if it’s available; you should never have to specify the device of a Tensor or call `.clone().detach()` on one.

\(^2\)Also referred to as He initialization.
• Via ssh to teach.cs.toronto.edu, you can run your model on a GPU-equipped machine. The starter code directory includes a `gpu-run-model.sh` script that will run the relevant command to run your `model.py` file, assuming the latter is in your current working directory (i.e., assuming that you run your the command while your shell was in the same directory as `model.py`). Note that the GPU machines are shared resources, so there may be limits on how long your code is allowed to run.

The `gpu-run-model.sh` script should be sufficient; it takes care of submitting and running the job to the cluster-management software. If you like, you are free to manage this yourself; see the documentation online at the relevant page on the Teaching Labs site. The partition you can use for this class is `csc485`.

• With everything correctly implemented (and with `debug=False`), you should be able to get a Labelled Attachment Score of around 0.88 on both the validation and test sets (with the best-performing model out of all the epochs at the end of training).

Keep in mind that your mark is based on your implementation, not (directly) on the LAS your implementation achieves. An LAS of 0.88 doesn’t guarantee full marks, nor does an LAS less than 0.88 guarantee that marks will be docked. The end result can vary based on differences in environment (hardware or software) so this number is approximate! (But the further away your LAS, the more likely it is that you have an error in your implementation.)

• In your final submission, make sure that all of your changes occur within `BEGIN` and `END` boundary comments. **Do not add any extra package or module imports and do not modify any other parts of the files** other than to fill your details in at the top of the file as instructed on the front page of this assignment handout.

• You will be better off with partially complete implementations that work but are sometimes incorrect than you will with an almost-complete implementation that Python can’t run. Keep this in mind for your final submission. Also, make sure your submitted files are importable in Python (i.e., make sure that `import model` and `import parse` don’t yield errors).

What to submit

Submission is electronic and can be done from any Teaching Labs machine using the `submit` command:

```
$ submit -c <course> -a A1 <filename-1> ... <filename-n>
```

where `<course>` is `csc485h` or `csc2501h` depending on which course you’re registered in, and `<filename-1>` to `<filename-n>` are the `n` files you are submitting. The files you are to submit are as follows:

• `alwritten.pdf`: a PDF document containing your answers to questions (1a), (1b), (1c), (2c), and (3a). As well, for (3b), provide the best LAS and UAS that your model achieved on the validation and test sets.
This PDF must also include a typed copy of the Student Conduct declaration as on the last page of this assignment handout. Type the declaration as it is and sign it by typing your name.

- **model.py**: the (entire) model.py file with your implementations filled in.
- **parse.py**: the (entire) parse.py file with your implementations filled in.
- **weights.pt**: the weights file produced by your model’s final run (i.e., the one that corresponds to the scores you present in alwritten.pdf).

Again, in your code submissions, ensure that there are no changes outside the BEGIN and END boundary comments provided other than filling in your details at the top of the file; **you will lose marks if there are**. Do not change or remove the boundary comments either.
Appendix A  PyTorch

You will be using PyTorch to implement components of your neural dependency parser. PyTorch is an open-source library for numerical computation that provides automatic differentiation, making the back-propagation aspect of neural networks easier. Computation is done in units of tensors; the storage of and operations on tensors is provided in both CPU and GPU implementations, making it simple to switch between the two.

We recommend trying some of the tutorials on the official PyTorch site (such as this one) to get up to speed on PyTorch’s mechanics. It will introduce you to the data structures used and provide some examples. If you want to run this code on your own machine, you can install the torch package via pip3, or any of the other installation options available on the PyTorch site. Make sure to use PyTorch version 1.6. You will also need to install the nltk package.

Make sure to consult the PyTorch documentation as needed. The API documentation for torch, torch.nn, torch.nn.functional, and torch.Tensor will be useful while implementing the code in this assignment.
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